
 

DISTRICT OF OAK BAY, 2167 OAK BAY AVENUE, VICTORIA, BC  V8R 1G2 
T 250..598.2042 X7433 W WWW.OAKBAY.CA 

Advisory Design Panel 

 

Memorandum 

To:  Advisory Design Panel 

From:  Graeme Buffett 

Re:  713 St Patrick Street 

Hello Design Panel Members 
 

The September 1, 2020 meeting of the Advisory Design Panel includes a review of a proposed 

multi use building consisting of ground floor retail / commercial space with multi-unit residential 

dwellings on the second and third floors for a total of six residential units.  The proposal would 

replace the single storey commercial building that currently occupies the site.  The new building 

takes design cues from the surrounding neighbourhood, referencing the more traditional forms 

with a peaked roof design, cement board siding resembling board and batten cladding, and 

stone base. 

 

Variances are requested to accommodate additional height and reduced on-site parking as 

follows: 

 

Zoning Bylaw Section(s) Required Requested Variance 
9.2.5.(2)(b)(i)  Maximum Building Height 7.32 m (24 ft) 10.30 m (34 ft) 2.98 m (10 ft) 
9.2.5.(2)(b)(ii) Maximum Occupiable  Height 4.60 m (15 ft)   6.71 m (22 ft) 2.11 m (  7 ft) 
 

Note:  Imperial measurements are approximate and provided for convenience only. 
 

Parking Facilities Bylaw Section(s) Required Requested Variance 
A.3  Number of Spaces Required 21 Spaces 4 Spaces 17 Spaces 
 

The proposal should be considered in context with the Commercial and Mixed Use Development 

Permit Area policies of the Oak Bay Official Community Plan (OCP).  A review of the application 

as it pertains to the OCP policies and guidelines results in the following: 
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Site Planning and Building Guidelines 
 

 Design and build new development to contribute to the cohesion, visual identity and the 

quality of streetscapes, particularly when adjacent and nearby buildings are similar to each 

other in scale, proportion, rhythm, and pattern, per the following design measures: 

o incorporate building elements that are complementary, such as street walls, façade 

rhythm, and horizontal cornice lines.  The proposal references traditional house styles 

present in the neighbourhood by utilizing a peaked roof with gables, cement board 

applied in a board and batten style, and stone base.  These elements reference common 

architectural elements from the arts and crafts style. 

o add interest to the streetscape through variations in building height, rooflines and 

massing.  The building height is broken up by incorporating varying roof lines, with gables 

peaks and end walls and flat roofed dormers with parapets to conceal roof equipment 

from view. 

o contribute to both streetscapes if the building is located on a corner site.  The design uses 

high quality materials consistent on all sides of the building including both the St. Patrick 

Street and Central Avenue elevations.  Glass canopies are also present on these 

elevations which make the building more inviting to passing pedestrians. 

 Locate and design the building massing to: 

o provide a transition between the form, character and scale of the surrounding 

neighbourhood and the character of commercial areas or arterial and collector roads that 

are close to or adjacent to the property being developed.  The building design pays close 

attention to the traditional styles present in the neighbourhood and continues that 

character.  While the scale is larger than the single family dwellings or other buildings in 

the area, the scale of the building is transitional and appropriate for a commercial site at 

a corner that is designated for mixed uses. 

o provide variations in height, massing and rooflines on larger buildings to create visual 

interest.  The massing is broken up with the use of gables, flat roofed dormers and inset 

balconies. 

o respect the privacy of adjacent properties.  Vegetative screening, fencing and parking 

screens all work to maintain privacy on the ground floor facing neighbouring properties. 

At higher elevations, vegetative screening will grow to help mitigate impacts to privacy. 
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o limit shadowing of public outdoor use areas and adjacent residential properties.  

A shadow study indicates that while some shadowing will be present, the situation would 

be similar with a two storey building, which is permitted in the zone. 

o follow passive solar siting principles to reduce the energy needed for lighting and heating, 

e.g., penetration of sunlight and natural light into interior spaces.  The south facing roof 

slope is pre-configured for future photovoltaics. Detailed information respecting passive 

solar siting has not yet been provided. 

o retain prominent views of nearby or distant landscape features from public spaces.  

No prominent views are impacted. 

 For buildings over two storeys, use setbacks and/or terracing above the second level to reduce 

massing impacts on the street, to allow sunlight penetration, and to retain the scale of Oak 

Bay’s commercial areas.  On the second floor, corners are cut back for balconies, and the 

third floor gables help to reduce massing.  The longest façade along Central Avenue is south 

facing, thereby has little impact on sunlight reaching the busier pedestrian area. 

 Provide outdoor spaces that are accessible to the public and complementary to the uses of 

the building, e.g., outdoor eating areas, plazas, courtyards. Encourage the inclusion of public 

art in these outdoor spaces.  The proposal has a strong interface with the public realm 

incorporating seating, benches and canopy trees. 

 Apply Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles to building and site 

design, balancing these with objectives related to landscaping.  The building is highly visible 

and generally adheres to CPTED principles.  

 Finish building elevations visible from the street to the same standard as the street façade 

and provide visual interest.  The building is generally finished to a consistent standard on all 

sides. 

 Use sustainable building practices and technologies such as water and energy conservation, 

waste reduction, reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, solar panels, geothermal energy and 

other emerging systems.  Modern building practices will be used, BC Energy Step Code 

standards are required to be met, and the south roof will have the option for solar panels. 

Detailed information respecting sustainable building practices has not yet been provided. 

 Incorporate planted roofs and roof-top gardens on buildings for use by residents.  Planter 

boxes are incorporated into the second floor unit balconies. 

 Provide charging stations for electric vehicles and secured storage for bicycles.  The applicant 

proposes to provide electric bicycles for resident use, and indicates parking spaces will be 
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wired for EV charging. No specific details have been provided to date and discussion will 

continue with staff.  A requested parking variance would reduce the number of on site 

parking spaces provided from the required 21 spaces to 4 spaces. Detailed information 

respecting bicycle supply and EV charging has not yet been provided. 

 Screen roof-top mechanical and ground-level equipment from views in a manner that is 

consistent with the architectural design of the building, and so as not to cause visual, noise or 

vibration impacts on project residents or adjacent residential lots.  Roof mounted mechanical 

equipment is screened by a roof parapet and will not be visible. 

 Locate commercial uses at street level with a maximum amount of glazing on the façade at 

this level and with well-defined entries oriented towards the dominant street.  Street level 

commercial spaces are clearly defined and inviting, with significant glazing along both 

frontages. 

 Address potential conflicts between commercial and residential uses through design features 

such as physical separation of uses, noise and visual barriers, and mechanical systems to 

address air quality.  Commercial and residential uses are accommodated on separate floors 

within the building. Vegetative screening is utilized, mechanical elements are screened, and 

the parking area is screened. Fencing is also used to buffer potential conflicts between the 

building and adjacent properties. 

 Minimize the visual, noise and traffic impacts of commercial activity on the surrounding 

neighbourhood.  The design of the building is generally complimentary to the existing styles 

present.  Mechanical areas are screened and generally noise issues are not anticipated.  

 

Landscape Guidelines 

 

 Design the site layout and building locations to: 

o retain and conserve as much natural vegetation, rock outcrops, existing hydrology, and 

unique site features as possible, including Garry Oaks, other large trees, and significant 

vegetation.  The site is not in a naturalized condition.  New canopy trees and other 

plantings would be added.  

o respect the existing topography, minimizing the need for cut and fill, major blasting, or tall 

retaining walls.  The site is relatively flat, tall retaining walls are not necessary and major 

blasting is not anticipated at this time.  No major changes to existing topography are 

necessary. 
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 Use low impact development practices such as the following: 

o maximize the extent of landscaped areas on site with absorbent soils and minimize the 

amount of impervious surfaces to increase the natural infiltration (absorption) of 

rainwater and to provide a more natural or landscaped character.  A rainwater 

management plan is under review, and the applicants propose to reduce paved surface 

as much as possible and incorporate trees and planting areas. 

o reduce the amount of impervious paving and use permeable materials where possible, 

e.g., permeable pavers, permeable asphalt or concrete, decks, reinforced grass.  

Permeable pavers are utilized. 

o use bioswales, rain gardens, and other design techniques that allow greater infiltration of 

water, including within and around parking areas.  Bioswales and rain gardens are not 

currently proposed but a stormwater management system will be used. 

o  use rainwater collection/re‐use systems that collect rainwater for irrigation.  

A stormwater management system is proposed for the site. 

 Use native, low maintenance (drought resistant, low water requirement) concepts in 

landscape plans.  The proposal would increase the tree canopy and plantings on site, with 

the proposed plantings currently under review.  

 Make sites accessible to people of all abilities through the use of universal design principles.  

Buildings will be accessible. 

 Consider energy efficiency and conservation in landscape design, e.g., provide shade in 

summer, moderate wind, allow sunlight and daylight into buildings.  Window sizes are 

generous to allow ample sunlight without being excessive which could lead to heating issues. 

Landscaping will provide shade and help to moderate wind once mature. Energy efficiency 

and species selection for canopy trees is under review. 

 Incorporate outdoor amenities such as benches, courtyards, food gardens, dog relief areas, 

and recreation facilities to provide opportunities for residents to socialize and to contribute to 

a sense of community.  The applicant will provide additional street seating and public areas 

to congregate. 
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 Consider landscape screening of surface parking areas and service areas where necessary to 

reduce impacts on neighbouring residences and the public realm.  Three new canopy trees 

line the parking area which is accessed via Central Avenue and is not visible from St. Patrick 

Street. The parking area itself is located at ground level underneath the second floor. Pillars 

and a screen will further obscure views of the parking area reducing the visual impact from 

neighbouring properties and across the street. 

 Locate refuse and recycling container areas where they are accessible to residents and to 

container pick‐up trucks, screened with an appropriate durable enclosure, and provide 

landscaping around the perimeter of the enclosure where possible. Avoid direct exposure of 

refuse and recycling areas to public streets.  Refuse and recycling areas are internal to the 

site, located along the north elevation. A fence will screen the access doors from view. 

 Select light fixtures based on dark sky principles, e.g., shielded to direct light downward only.  

Dark sky principles will be adhered to.  
 

If you have any questions regarding the above, please feel free to contact me at  
 

gbuffett@oakbay.ca. 
 

Yours truly, 
 

 

Graeme Buffett 

Planner 

District of Oak Bay 

mailto:gbuffett@oakbay.ca
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